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Appendix 1: Purulia District
Water and Sanitation for Purulia, India
(WASPUR)
Global Grant Project

This Appendix provides a general description of Purulia district, in West Bengal state of India.
The WASPUR project sites are located within this district.
A) Location
Purulia is the westernmost of the 20 districts of the State of West Bengal, India. Purulia town
(also known as Puruliya municipality, almost at the center of the district) is about 240 km (150
miles) west of the state capital of Kolkata (formerly Calcutta). It has an area of 6,259 sq. km
(2,400 sq. miles) - about the combined size of the counties of Baltimore, Carroll, Frederick,
Howard and Montgomery in Maryland (USA). See maps in Figures 1-1 and 1-2.
B) Geography
Purulia district lies close to the Tropic of Cancer. It is south and west of the Ganges floodplain
and delta, respectively, and the terrain is undulating, with an average elevation of 228 m (748 ft),
sloping up to the west, where it meets the foothills of the Ranchi Plateau in the neighboring State
of Jharkhand. The District is underlain by ancient metamorphosed granite (gneiss), which forms
spectacular dome-shaped mountains near the western border. Weathering gives rise to clay soils,
often rich in iron and red in color.
C) Climate
The climate is sub-tropical, with four distinct seasons: an autumn and winter season from
September to January, a spring season from February to March, a hot summer season from April
to June, followed by a very rainy monsoon season from July to August, during which 90 percent
the annual rainfall of 1,325 mm (52 in.) occurs. A record temperature of 51.1 C (122 F) was set
on June 18, 2005.
D) Population
In 2011, the district’s population was 2.93 million, of whom about 400,000 lived in Purulia town
(Municipality), located at the center of the district. Some 86 percent of the population live in
rural areas, clustered in 1,635 villages – the average village population is therefore about 1,550.
About 37% of the population are classified as “historically and economically deprived groups”.
Population density is 468 per sq. km (183 per sq. mile). The main language is Bangla (Bengali),
a language related to Hindi and Sanskrit. Another dialect, Kurmali, derived from both Bengali
and Hindi, is spoken in the rural areas.
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E) Administration
The Chief Executive is the District Magistrate and District Collector. The legislative body is the
Zilla Parishad (District Council). Purulia district is divided into three sub-divisions and 21
Thanas (or blocks), each headquartered in a small town with a police station. The villages in
each Thana are represented by Panchayats (2-5 representatives) elected by the villagers every
five years.
F) Economy
Agriculture continues to be the mainstay of the economy, and the district has not as yet caught up
to the rapid economic change transforming other parts of India. Average individual income in the
rural area is about $2/day. Some 73 percent of the land is owned by small and marginal farmers,
each owning maybe one or two acres in scattered fragments. Paddy rice is the predominant crop
and staple food. Only 17 percent of the fertile area is cropped twice in a year – much lower than
elsewhere in India. Irrigation is very limited and is primarily used for growing dry-season
vegetables at a very small scale. Fertilizer use and thus yields are lower than elsewhere in the
state of West Bengal.
About 30 percent of the land in the district is classified as forest, but much of this is degraded
and it is mainly producing firewood and building material for local use. Pond fisheries remain
limited.
Large-scale industrial plants are few but include a thermal power plant and a cement factory.
Medium-scale factories include iron and steel fabrication and polypropylene sacks. Small-scale
enterprises are numerous but each typically employs only a handful of workers. Total industrial
employment is about 18,000 – only 2 percent of the workforce. The rest of the workforce is in
agriculture, retail, education, and day labor.
The Ayodhya Hills in the west of the district attract some regional tourism, due to a river dam,
deep forested area, and herds of elephants and other wild life including bears, wolves, jackals,
and peacocks. State-supported tourist bungalows provide over-night stay to the visitors for a
modest fee.
G) Infrastructure
Transportation infrastructure is reasonably well developed. An airport in Ranchi (Capital of
Jharkhand state) is three hours’ drive from Purulia town. Rail and bus service to Kolkata and the
rest of the country is quite convenient. National, state and district highways total 1,825 km
(1,140 miles) and are generally paved and of a good standard, except in the congested town
centers. Many of the 3,300 km (2,060 miles) of rural roads are also paved, although more remote
villages remain connected to the road system by dirt roads, which may become impassable in the
Monsoon season (July-August).
The Rotary’s site visit in February 2016 found that electrical power distribution is widespread
and usually available 24 hours a day. The situation with water supply, however, is much less
favorable – see Appendix 2.
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H) Education
Adult literacy is 79 percent for males and 51 percent for females, posing a huge challenge for
education planners. Almost all young people (ages 5 to 18) are now literate. The school system
is expanding fast. There are two degree colleges and a new university under construction. There
are about 3,000 primary schools and 350 middle and secondary schools – including ones
affiliated with the central and state government, as well as private and religious establishments.
Many of the schools have boarding facilities for children from more remote areas. Most schools
are co-educational, with some single sex institutions.
Some schools are English medium and all schools teach English, resulting in a widespread
ability to read and understand English, though it appears there is less capacity to speak it,
especially at high school level. College-educated students tend to be conversant in three
languages (Bangla, Hindi and English).
FIGURE 1-1: MAP OF INDIA
Purulia District is near the eastern side of India, about 240 km (150 miles) west of Kolkata
(formerly Calcutta), the capital of West Bengal state.
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FIGURE 1-2: MAP OF PURULIA DISTRICT
Purulia is in the eastern side of India, it is the westernmost district of West Bengal state, and it
borders Jharkhand state on three sides. Purulia town (also known as PURULIYA municipality) is
at the center of the district, and it is about 240 km (150 miles) west of the state capital of Kolkata
(formerly Calcutta). The WASPUR project sites are in the west and southeast of Purulia town,
along the roads connecting to Jhalida (or Jhalda) and Hura/Puncha, respectively. The sites are
spread out in 8 Thanas (blocks), among a total of 21 Thanas (blocks) in Purulia district.
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Appendix 2: Water Supply in Purulia District
Water and Sanitation for Purulia, India
(WASPUR)
Global Grant Project
This Appendix provides a background of the current water supply situation in Purulia district.
Also included at the end of this Appendix is the summary of the needs for drinking water in rural
schools and villages, as discovered during our site visit in February, 2016. Following our site
visit, the Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia) obtained actual water test data for almost all the
schools we visited, showing levels of contaminants, including bacteria, Iron, Manganese, and
Fluorine. This water test data is attached at the end of this Appendix.
A) Water Resources in Purulia
Surface Water: The district is traversed by five medium-sized rivers, which flow in an
easterly or southeasterly direction into the Ganges delta or Bay of Bengal. The largest of these is
the Kansabati. The rivers are generally well incised and the extent of flood plains is limited.
Although they convey large volumes of water during the Monsoon season, dry season flows are
quite small. Their tributaries tend to dry up altogether during the summer.
Most villages are served by one or more ponds, which have been excavated by humans
over the centuries – a typical one might be about 50m x 50m (165 ft x 165 ft), with roughly 5m
(16 ft) of water at the center in the monsoon season but very little water in the dry season. There
are some modern small reservoirs, mainly in parts of the district not visited by us.
Ground Water: In much of eastern and southern parts of West Bengal state and
Bangladesh (neighboring country), groundwater is abundant and close to the surface and is being
exploited extensively for dry-season irrigation and domestic water supply. However, this is not
the case in Purulia district; and the reason appears to be the extensive granitic gneiss (see
Appendix 1) that underlies most of the area at depths from 0 to about 10 m (32 ft). Cracks and
fissures in the bedrock as well as the overlying soil are able to yield the small amounts of water
needed for domestic supply but not the larger amounts that extensive irrigation would require.
Therefore, any wells for water supply require some expertise and local knowledge as to optimal
siting and depth. It is not known whether hydraulic fracturing is employed to increase yields
from the rock stratum.
B) School Water Supplies
This section is based on our visits to 23 schools all of which were secondary (or higher
secondary) schools. Given the range of affiliations and ages of the schools, it is not surprising
that there is a lack of uniformity in layout and design of school infrastructures. However, some
common characteristics can be noted. A typical school has two-story classroom blocks built on
two, three or four sides of a square or rectangular courtyard. In many cases, an expansion project
is underway. Boarding schools have a “hostel” (dormitory or living quarters) behind the class
room blocks, generally of an ad hoc layout. Day schools generally have a simple kitchen – with
a wood-fired or coal-fired clay stove (and inadequate ventilation) – to serve a mid-day meal.
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Latrine blocks for boys and girls are often placed behind or on the side of the classroom blocks
but sometimes near the gate or at seemingly random locations. Most latrine blocks have no
water connections. Staff toilets range from an improved latrine up to flush toilets in rare cases.
All the schools we visited were connected to the electric power distribution system and reported
close to continuous electric power supply – not often the case in developing countries.
Provision of water often seems to follow the same ad hoc approach seen in the buildings and a
lack of master planning, although this may do an injustice to the educational planners in Kolkata,
who were not contacted. Nevertheless, one can typically trace three phases of water resources
exploitation: a) dug wells; b) hand tube wells; and, c) deep tube wells. Many schools are using
all three types, although dug wells are used for drinking water in only a few schools.
The oldest water source, Dug Well, is typically 2 to 3 m (6.5 to 9.8 ft) in diameter and 10
to 15 m (33 to 49 ft) deep, penetrating the soil overburden and perhaps reaching bedrock, as
observed during our site visit. Typically, they are fitted with two pulleys, ropes and buckets (see
Figure 2-1). Rarely, there is a grating with wide spaces over the top, so leaves and other litter
find ready access into the well. A concrete parapet and apron around the well is typically seen,
which should limit the entry of drainage or sewage water. Nevertheless, water from such wells
should not be considered safe to drink without further treatment, as sources of contamination are
numerous, not least being the buckets themselves, which are likely handled by many unwashed
hands.
For the reasons noted above and also the relatively shallow depth of the dug wells, their yields
are bound to be limited, especially in the dry season, when some reportedly dry up.
At the schools we visited, water from dug wells was being used for bathing and clothes washing,
which is appropriate, and in some cases, cooking, which is unwise. In the few cases where such
water is being used for drinking, filtering under the WASPUR project is called for (see Appendix
3 for more details).
In the next phase of development, Hand Tube Wells (HTWs) were drilled at various
locations in the school campus – some sites have up to four. These are assumed to be about 2
inches (5.1 cm) in diameter and may be 30 to 50 m (98 to 164 ft) deep. They are fitted with a
standard design of heavy, fabricated steel head gear (no examples of old-fashioned cast iron were
seen) and nearly all those observed during site visit were in working order. Provided they are
well sited, away from sources of contamination and surrounded by a concrete apron, water from
these wells should not be contaminated, if collected in clean containers or used directly for
drinking. We frequently saw one child pumping and another drinking using cupped hands, then
changing places. Their main drawback is the considerable effort needed for pumping and the
very low yields from these sources.
By 2010-2015, most schools have benefitted from the third phase of Deep Tube Wells1
(DTWs). These are typically 8 in. (20.4 cm) in diameter and from 50 to 150 m (164 to 492 ft)
deep. The top portion is cased but it is not known the extent to which screens are used. Most of
those seen by us during the site visit were in good condition but some examples of broken caps
and well heads at or below ground level were observed, which is unsafe practice. The DTWs are
1

Various names are used locally, such as Boreholes.
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fitted with submersible electric pumps, with the control equipment located inside a nearby
building. A plastic or steel pipeline leads to a storage tank on the roof. These are typically made
of plastic with a capacity from 500 to 2,000 liters (132 to 528 US Gallons). From the tank, pipes
lead to various facilities: drinking fountains for the students – often a masonry structure with 6 to
12 spring-loaded faucets for drinking or filling of containers; the kitchen; and, in rare cases to
staff showers and/or toilets. In a very few cases, mainly at girls’ schools, piped water is supplied
to the student toilets for body washing. In even fewer cases, was there a washbasin near the
latrine/ toilet area for hand washing.
If the DTWs are properly constructed and maintained, water from these should be safe to drink
without further treatment, unless there is Iron or Manganese contaminants. The Host Sponsor
club (RC of Purulia) advises that the water tanks are not regularly cleaned or treated, which gives
a potential for bacterial contamination. Examples were seen of a second or third DTW being
drilled to overcome the problem of limited yield of water.
While public high school education is free in Purulia district, schools are authorized to charge
students a fee for special services, up to Rs. 250 (US$4) per year. This can be waived for poor
students. At present, these fees pay for examination costs, field trips, and electric power, much
of which is attributable to the DTWs where they exist. Typically, schools are not charging the
full Rs. 250, so there is some room for collecting additional money for WASPUR project related
O&M costs.
In summary, the water supply situation at the high schools we visited is of “mixed” type; some
with scarcity of water, some with untreated water and some with adequate water with “relatively
clean” water supply, given the evidence of recent and ongoing DTW construction. Nevertheless,
considerable needs remain: especially for those schools suffering quantity issues, and those
waiting for construction of more DTWs. For those schools using unsafe water sources for
drinking, the installation of water filters is needed. Also, for about 90 percent of the schools we
visited, improvement is needed in the piped water system to allow more convenient access and
simple sanitation such as hand washing by students and staff after visiting the urinals and toilets.
C) Village Water Supplies
Guided by the Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia), we (International Sponsor club representatives
from USA and India team) visited three villages, which appear to be fairly typical of the overall
water and sanitation situation in rural Purulia district. Development of water supplies in villages
is also following the same pattern as in the schools; but lagging by several decades. The main
source of water in villages are Dug Wells, with perhaps slightly greater diameter (and hence
yield) than those at the schools. Women are the traditional collectors of water (see Figure 2-1),
and are often seen carrying multiple pots on their heads for distances of 1 to 2 km (0.6 to 1.2
miles). If there is a line at the well, the time involved in obtaining water can be quite
considerable, with an implied economic cost.
Some villages now have Hand Tube Wells (HTWs), typically in commercial areas along main
roads; however, we did not see any Deep Tube Wells (DTWs) in the three villages we visited.
So, in our view, the villages lag behind the schools in developing more reliable and “relatively
clean” drinking water sources.
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The need for improving the quantity, safety and convenience of village water supplies is
enormous, and the WASPUR project can only meet part of that need. The WASPUR Project
Committee believes that remedies for villages are to be planned on a case by case basis (see
Appendix 3) and could include: water filters on existing dug wells; a DTW at a central location,
with a storage tank and drinking station; and improvement in sanitation, possibly, by water
distribution to existing public latrines for hand washing, along with training.
The main challenges in villages will be: affordability or the ability and willingness of water users
to pay for the O&M costs of the equipment selected; and, the difficulty of reaching collective
decisions in a stratified village society. Typically, multiple groups and multiple political parties
have conflicting goals and objectives, and it is harder to reach a consensus in a village unless
there is a strong social club that functions as a “facilitator” of village functions. The
“Panchayat” (elected village council) system in a village is quite “political” in nature, and they
may or may not be a reliable partner for the WASPUR project. However, the Host Sponsor club
(RC of Purulia) has good familiarity with the three villages we visited, one being the “adopted
village” by the host club and other two being well known to a Rotarian who grew up in that
region. With these connections, perhaps two villages could be included in the WASPUR project
(see Appendix 3).
D) Purulia Piped Water Supply Project
Information was obtained from the Internet on a proposed project of the Public Health
Engineering Department (PHED) of West Bengal state to supply water to a number of villages in
the southeastern part of Purulia district. Water would be obtained from a reservoir and from
groundwater sources. Financing of about $150 million is from the Japan International
Cooperation Agency (JICA) was secured in 2013 and work is apparently now beginning.
The PHED project is obviously a major one in Purulia; but available details remain sketchy.
According to some local sources, the Phase-I of this project will be complete by 2020. However,
it is not clear how many or which villages or schools might be covered. As it has the potential to
affect the WASPUR project strategy and design, more details will be obtained, when available.
The Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia) is on top of this developing story and the implications of
the proposed PHED project, and we will make sure that our Rotary initiated WASPUR Global
Grant project does not duplicate the efforts of the PHED project either in site selection or in
providing clean water or in improving sanitation among the selected schools and villages.
E) Summary of Site Visit and Water Test Data
The WASPUR Project Committee submitted a detailed 15-Page Site Visit Report to District
7620 in April, 2016 (available on request). In this Section, we provide a summary of the Site
Visit Report, along with water test data that was acquired in May 2016 by the Host Sponsor club
(RC of Purulia).
1. Using a DDF Grant for travel expenses and representing International Sponsor clubs,
Rotarian Peter Whitford (District 7620) visited 26 potential sites in Purulia district, West
Bengal state, India from February 22 to 26, 2016, to collect information, develop a
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foundation for the WASPUR project, and to allow a Global Grant application to be
prepared and submitted to the District 7620 Grants Committee and subsequently The
Rotary Foundation (TRF) for financing. On this trip, Rotarian Paul Mahata, also
representing the International Sponsor clubs (District 7620), accompanied Peter at his
own expense. Peter and Paul did the site visit on behalf of all nine International Sponsor
clubs of District 7620, USA.
2. Peter and Paul were joined by Rotarians Piyush Khedia, Ashoke Mahato, Rajesh Tantia,
Mallinath Mukherjee, and others from the Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia, Rotary
District 3291) for field visits and discussions. Over the course of four and half days,
visits were made to 23 schools and 3 villages in eight thanas (blocks) of Purulia district,
as potential sites for the WASPUR global grant project.
3. Because the situation on the ground was found to be more complex than envisaged
earlier, the joint team (International Sponsor clubs team from US and the Host Sponsor
club team from India) found it necessary to make some site-specific decisions for the
WASPUR project concept and design. This involves more consideration of water
quantity issues and more selective use of water filters than was originally thought. For
example, when a Deep Tube well (DTW) is already installed or is under construction;
this should supply “relatively clean” water without further filtration, unless water testing
indicates otherwise (such as Iron or Manganese contamination). The water filters should
have greater application probably in the villages and in those few schools where the only
water source is often a dug well.
Table 2-1 provides a summary of the findings on water and sanitation needs, as recorded during
the site visit and subsequently modified. It is quite apparent that each site has very specific
needs, and one solution would not fit all situations. Some sites have needs for DTW, whereas
others have need for a water filter, and still others have the need for distribution and sanitation
improvement.
Following the site visit in February 2016, the Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia) gathered Water
Test Data conducted in May 2016 by the West Bengal state for most of the schools we visited.
This raw test data is shown in Tables 2-2 (Parts A, B and C). Again, water quality is very site
specific. A measure of acidity or pH, is found to be reasonable. However, most sites have high
Iron (Fe) level. Some have high Manganese (Mn) and yet some have high Fluorine (F) level.
Also shown are Cl (a measure of saltiness) and Tc levels (Total coliforms, a measure of
bacteriological contamination).
Using the above set of site-specific water quality, water quantity, and other needs, the sites have
been further analyzed in Appendix 3.
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Table 2-1: Summary of Field Work – Identified Needs of Schools and Villages
Needs: Y=Yes; N=No; Y?= possible need, to be further identified; TBD=to be determined

SCHOOLS– S: Secondary, HS: Higher Secondary
Thana
(Block)

Name

Type

Proble
m

Identified Needs
Deep
Tube
well

1.Jhalda

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y?

Has

Y

Y

Y

Y

HS

Demo
Unit

N

Satyabhama
Vidyapith
Kotsila Girls

HS

Minor

N

Dem
o
Unit
Y

HS

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Jiudaru Boys

HS

Approv
ed

Y

Y

Y

Y

8.PuruliaM

Durku

HS

TBD

Y

Y

Y

Y

9.Puncha
10.Manba
zar
11.Puncha

Dorodih
Gopalnagar

HS
HS

N
N

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Napara

HS

Y?

Y

Y

Y

Y

12.Hura

Arjunjura

HS

Y?

Y

Y

Y

Y

13.Hura

Lakshanpur
Boys

HS

Quanti
ty
Quanti
ty
Qualit
y
Quanti
ty
Qualit
y
Minor
Qualit
y
Quanti
ty
Qualit
y
Quanti
ty
Qualit
y2
None

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

4.Jhalda

5.Jhalda
6.Jhalda
II
7.Jhalda
II

2

Sanitati
on

Y

Public
Acce
ss
Y

Under
const.
Under
const.
N

3.Jhalda

S

Water
Distributi
on

Quanti
ty
Quanti
ty
Minor

2.Jhalda

Tapoban
Junior School
J.S.R. High
School
Maru Masina
Bansa
R.S.R.
Vidyapith

Wat
er
Filte
r
Y

HS
HS

Illness reported.
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Y

14.Hura

15.Purulia Hutmura Girls
-M

HS

16.Purulia
-M
17.Purulia
I

Hutmura Boys

HS

Quanti
ty
Qualit
y
Quanti
ty
Qualit
y
Minor

Belguma
Vivekananda
Vidyapith
Ramkrishna
Vivekananda
Mission

HS

Minor

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Priva
te
Boys

Quanti
ty
Qualit
y3
Minor

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Quanti
ty
Minor
Minor

Y?

Y

Y

Y

Y

N
N

Y
Y

Y
TBD

Y
Y

Y
Y

Minor

N

Y

TBD

Y

Y

N

Y

Y?

Y

Y?

Y

Y?

Y

Y?

Y

Y?

Y

18.Purulia
I

19.Purulia
I
20.Jaipur
21.Jaipur
22.Purulia
I
23.Jaipur

Lakshanpur
Girls

Dimdiha
G.S.D.N.
BartarSarada
moni Mission
Jaipur RBB
Ramkrishna
Vivekananda
Mission
Jaipur Girls
School

HS

HS
S
HS
Priva
te
Girls
HS

Y?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

VILLAGES

3

24.Manba
zar

Jabla

--

25.Manba
zar

Gopalnagar

--

26.Purulia
-M

Surulia

--

Quanti
ty
Qualit
y
Quanti
ty
Qualit
y
Quanti
ty
Qualit
y

Illness reported in rainy season.
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FIGURE 2-1: Water Source - A Dug Well
These are widely used in Purulia villages. Two women are using bucket, pulley and rope to pull
water from a dug well. This photo was taken during site visit.
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Table 2-2 (Part A): Water Test Data of School Sites
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Table 2-2 (Part B): Water Test Data of School Sites
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Table 2-2 (Part C): Water Test Data of School Sites
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Appendix 3: Project Description
Water and Sanitation for Purulia, India
(WASPUR)
Global Grant Project
This Appendix provides a detailed description of the WASPUR project. Included are topics such
as: project objectives, project background, previous experience of International Sponsor clubs
with water projects in Purulia, India, development of WASPUR project concept, water filter
technology choices, water tests, measures for WASPUR project success, project activities or
tasks for schools and villages, sanitation program, progress reporting, project costs, and finally,
operations & maintenance (O&M), and sustainability.
A) WASPUR Project Objective
The objective of WASPUR project is: To provide clean drinking water and improved sanitation
to about 19 rural schools and villages in Purulia district, West Bengal State, India.
B) Background
As can be seen from Appendix 2, provision of clean drinking water is lagging behind other
infrastructure in Purulia district. Even though some larger towns may have piped water systems,
the supply is generally erratic and unsafe; the situation in the rural villages is much worse. The
diseases caused by unsafe drinking water has been reported by several studies, as shown below:
1) WHO (World Health Organization) Bulletin on “Cholera in India: an analysis of reports 19972006”, by S. Kanungo, et al, indicates the following:
- Cholera cases reported in 2004-2008: 5 Million/yr (or, 40 per 10,000/yr)
- Cholera deaths reported in 2004-2008: 0.13 Million/yr (or, 1 per 10,000/yr)
2) Another recent WHO Bulletin on “A study of Typhoid fever in five Asian countries”
including India, by R. Leon Ochiai, et al, indicates:
-Typhoid incidence for 5-15 yr olds: 493/100,000/yr (or, 49 per 10,000/yr)
3) Still another Report by India Business Leaders (e.g. Tata, Reliance, Apollo Hospitals, and
others), Nov 2013, Mumbai, indicates:
- Diarrhea-related diseases kill 0-5 yr olds: 0.7 Million/yr (or, 5.8 per 10,000/yr)
When the West Bengal Government Public Health Engineering Department (PHED) project’s
Phase-I comes to fruition in 2020, some villages may get piped water in the southeast part of the
Purulia district. The Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia) is keeping track of this development of
the state sponsored, Japanese-funded water project, so that the WASPUR project will avoid any
duplication with the PHED project. While provision of drinking water in schools is generally
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better than villages, nearly all the schools we visited in February 2016 had deficiencies in water
quantity and/or quality, as well as major gaps in sanitation knowledge and practice.
C) Previous Rotary Projects in Water Supply
Given that “Water and Sanitation” is one the six focus areas of Rotary International, two Rotary
Clubs of District 7620 (Mt. Airy, Pikesville and Owings Mills), in coordination with Rotary Club
of Purulia (District 3291, India) have already done two small projects prior to the WASPUR
Global Grant project, to address water supply needs for one village and for one high school in
Purulia district, as described below:
i)
Family Water Filters for Bansa Village, Purulia, India
Purpose: To provide water filters to all 240 families in one remote village of Purulia
Scope: Total of 240 families (about 1,200 people) were benefited. Total investment for this
project was US$4,800 (or US$ 4 per person).
Receptiveness of the community: The villagers, with average income of $2/day, appreciated the
work of Rotary. For the first time in their lives, they got filtered clean drinking water.

Experience with operation and maintenance: The family water filters are
locally made, and there is a simple maintenance routine of cleaning the filters
every month or so. After 9 to12 months of use, the replaceable filter needs to
be changed. Cost for maintenance is $8/year, and families have signed a
memorandum of understanding (MOU) to do the maintenance.
Present status of equipment supplied: It appears that all the water filters have
been operational for the last three years. More than 90 percent of families
FIG 3-1: Family Water Filter
regularly use the filtered water. RC of Purulia is ready and willing to do trouble shooting, in
case problems are encountered by the villagers.
Lessons Learned: When properly maintained, the family water filters work well. Some very
poor families are reluctant to replace the filter after 9 to12 months. For such families,
$8/year is a high cost. They are being asked to save money on a monthly basis, so that
the burden of “lump sum” cost is alleviated. The families with newborn and young
children are regular users of the water filters.
ii)

SkyHydrant Water Filter Demonstration Unit at a High School,
Purulia, India
Purpose: To demonstrate that one SkyHydrant water filter can supply clean drinking water to all
the 500 students in a high school.
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Scope: The number of students served is 500 or more, with public access also available just
inside the school gate. The total budget for installation was US$400 (or less than US$ 1 per
student). Note: The SkyHydrant unit was donated by Disaster Aid International (DAI,
Australia). It has a 10-year life.
Receptiveness of the community: The students, teachers, staff, and local public are delighted to
have clean drinking water. The students have commented, “the filtered water is thin or patla” in
Bengali language, and “very good to drink”. This demonstration unit is the only one in the
eastern part of India, and the school administration is very proud to host the “demo system”.
Experience with operation and
maintenance: The demo system has been
operating for more than a year. It requires
maintenance such as back flush every 3-4
weeks (done by a local technician, who
does other maintenance at the school), and
addition of some chlorine, as needed. The
electric pump and tanks are maintained as
recommended. There has been no
stoppage of operation and the unit has been

FIG 3-2: SkyHydrant Water Filter Demonstration
functioning with a good flow of water. The unit has a maximum output of 10,000 liters/day
(2,642 US Gallons/day); however, there is no way of measuring this accurately at the demo unit.
Present status of equipment supplied: The SkyHydrant unit is in good condition; it is
functional, along with the supporting electric pump and storage tanks. Being
under the direct supervision of the School Headmaster, all the equipment is kept
operational, because the students now do not like to drink water from unfiltered source.
Lessons Learned: Good maintenance is key to keeping the SkyHydrant unit operational
on a daily basis. Once the school children get the taste of good, safe water, they hesitate to
drink water from unfiltered sources or from dug wells. Now the school includes the
“availability of clean filtered water” in its admission literature to attract boarders to the
school. Overall, the SkyHydrant demo system has been a “gift” to the school children. The
public access feature also appears to be working well, with local men and women who stop by to
fill their water jugs.
D) Development of the WASPUR Project Concept
Based on the success of these earlier two small water projects, there was interest both from the
Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia, District 3291, India) and from the nine International Sponsor
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clubs of District 7620, USA, in preparing a more ambitious Global Grant project for clean
drinking water, to benefit up to 25,000 people in a greater number of schools and villages. The
nine International Sponsor clubs for the WASPUR project are: RCs of Mount Airy, Rockville,
Bonds Meadow, Westminster, Sykesville-South Carroll, Southern Frederick County, Howard
West, Montgomery Village, and Historic Prince Georges County.
Following the site visit in February 2016, the joint team (International Sponsors and the Host
Sponsor) felt that schools should be priority recipients of WASPUR project benefits, with the
prospect of a simple project management approach and an opportunity to influence the next
generation of Purulia inhabitants. However, the joint team also decided to include some villages
within the WASPUR project, in spite of the fact that the villages pose some challenges in project
implementation.
As described in Appendix 2, a core team from Host Sponsor (RC of Purulia) and two visiting
Rotarians from International Sponsor clubs of District 7620 (USA) looked at potential sites, in
February 2016, including 23 high schools and three villages in Purulia. The results are
summarized in the team’s site visit report, submitted to District 7620 in April 2016 (available on
request). The joint team summarized the site-specific situation, and a qualitative assessment of
the future needs were made (see Appendix 2, Table 2-1). Subsequent meetings of the Host
Committee in RC of Purulia and of the Global Grant Steering Committee among International
Sponsor clubs of District 7620 confirmed that the proposed WASPUR project would cover about
17 schools and two villages, based on their specific needs (See Appendix 4 for description of the
Committees).
E) Technology Choices
Tube well technology is well developed in the WASPUR project area of Purulia district and
nearly all the equipment observed in schools during site visit was operating well.
Our thinking process on the water purification side evolved in the last six months, as planning
for the WASPUR project proceeded. Originally, it was expected that there would be a large need
for water filtration, in line with the expected focus on villages. However, the field visit found
that some schools were using “relatively clean” water from hand tube wells (HTW) and deep
tube wells (DTW) and therefore the need for simple filter units would perhaps be less than
previous estimates (except Iron and Manganese contamination removal). However, there would
probably be a greater need for filtration devices in the villages. It was also recognized that there
may be advantages in using local filtration devices made in India, some with similar capability to
the Australian SkyHydrant filter but possibly with lower cost and easier access to spare parts.
Research on the availability of such local filter by the Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia) is
summarized in Appendices 6 &7. Price quotations for local water filters were obtained from one
supplier, as follows:
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Costs, including 4value added tax (VAT) and delivery.
1

Ultraviolet (UV) filter, 250 lph (66 gph)

Rs. 32,500 (US$ 485)

2

Fe & Mn Remover, 250 lph (66 gph)

Rs. 68,775 (US$ 1,026)

UV filters are effective against living organisms like, bacteria, viruses and protozoa – the threats
to human health. They are simple to install and maintain; periodically changing of the ultraviolet
lamp. The iron and manganese remover filter is especially relevant for Purulia, given the
prevalence of high levels of iron & manganese (see water test data in Appendix 2, Table 2-2,
parts A, B, and C). This unit uses proprietary medium (equivalent to Greensand), similar to a
home water softener, and appears to be simple to operate and maintain, though requiring some
backwashing.
The above local filter units have been used for the purpose of obtaining a cost estimate for the
WASPUR project (see Appendix 6 for details).
F) Water Tests
As described in Appendix 2, the West Bengal government has a program for periodic testing of
the quality of drinking water in schools. The Host club (RC of Purulia) was able to obtain water
test data for nearly all the potential school sites (see Appendix 2, Table 2-2, Parts A, B & C).
Our analysis of the water test data is summarized below in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: Number of Sites not in Compliance with Project’s Clean Water Standard
Contaminant5
Unit

Hardness
Fe
Mn
F
mg/l (same as parts per million,
ppm)
None7
None8
0.4 1.5
600
0.5
0
1.0
600
2.0
0.4 1.5
22
22
22
22
20
20
20
20
0
10
8
1

WHO Standard
West Bengal Standard
Proposed Project Standard
Total number of sites9
Number of sites tested10
No. of sites not in compliance with project
standard

4

VAT and freight included.
pH, a measure of acidity, and Cl, a measure of saltiness, were also tested but all sites were in compliance.
6
TC, Total coliforms, a measure of bacteriological contamination.
7
From a health standpoint; however, taste and aesthetic factors may apply e.g. scale, staining.
8
See footnote 7.
9
The “demo” site is excluded.
10
Data from a nearby site was used for preliminary cost estimating.
5
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TC6
No.
0
0
0
22
20
2

The Table shows that bacteriological contamination (TC) is a problem at two sites; hardness is
moderately high at all sites; Fluorine (F) is of concern at only one site; and, the Iron (Fe) content
is high at all but three sites and the associated mineral, Manganese (Mn), is high at eight schools.
Water test results were compared with West Bengal standard as well as with World Health
Organization (WHO) standard. For Iron, the WHO has no limit because higher levels are not
associated with health risks but rather with taste and staining (as the soluble ferrous ion oxidizes
to an insoluble ferric compound when exposed to air). Indeed, taste issues from iron were
reported at many of the schools. For the purposes of this WASPUR project, a “project standard”
of 2.0 mg/l (milligram per liter or ppm) of iron was adopted, as a compromise between the strict
and costly West Bengal standard (which is evidently not being followed, as no iron removal
devices were seen at any of the schools) and an aesthetically desirable level of 0.5 mg/l or ppm.
For Manganese, which poses similar issues of taste and staining, the WHO standard of 0.4 mg/l
or ppm was used, as the reported West Bengal standard of 0 (zero) would be near impossible to
meet.
G) Measures of Project Success
The following three major goals will be used to measure the extent to which the WASPUR
project is achieving its objective.




Providing equitable community access to safe water, improved sanitation, and hygiene
Strengthening the ability of communities to develop, fund, and maintain sustainable
water and sanitation systems
Supporting programs that enhance communities’ awareness of the benefits of safe water,
sanitation, and hygiene

Clean drinking water will be provided by installing simple UV water filters and iron & manganese
remover filters in schools and villages, based on site-specific needs. Also, improved sanitation
will be achieved in schools through training and simple infrastructure improvements, such as
adding washbasins near toilets and urinals and in the kitchen area. For the villages, infrastructure
improvements for sanitation would be more challenging, and final planning would be made during
Task # 1 of the WASPUR project.
The communities of schools and villages will be asked to sign an MOU with the Host Sponsor
club (RC of Purulia), and encouraged to fund and maintain sustainable water and sanitation
systems (after completion of the WASPUR project), by implementing student surcharge fees in
schools and monthly fees for households in the villages.
The awareness of the benefits of safe water will be met mainly through the sanitation education
program, using videos and microscopes available in schools. Messages under this activity will
explain the linkages between contaminated water and waterborne diseases and the importance of
clean hands in breaking such causation. School children will be encouraged to pass on such
messages to their families and to practice good hygiene at home, where the available water may
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not be as clean as the WASPUR project-supplied water in the schools. Residents of two villages
will also be educated on sanitation.
All measures are summarized in Table 3-2 below, with their method, schedule, and target values
expected at WASPUR project completion.
Table 3-2: WASPUR Project Measures of Success
Measure
Number of people with access to
improved sources of drinking
water
Number of people with access to
improved sanitation facilities
Number of communities with a
functioning governance
committee in place
Number of communities
utilizing a tariff/usage fee
structure
Number of individuals trained in
operation and maintenance
Total number of direct
beneficiaries

Measurement
Method
Grant records and
reports

Measurement
Schedule
At completion

Target

Grant records and
reports
Direct observation

At completion

25,000

At completion
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Direct observation

At completion

19

Grant records and
reports
Grant records and
reports

At completion

38

At completion

25,000

25,000

Information on the extent of achievement of the above measures would be provided in the final
report produced by the by the Project Committee in coordination with the Host Committee. The
measures would be based on information provided by school headmasters and village elders. All
indicators would be spot checked by the Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia). The WASPUR
Project Committee also has the ultimate responsibility to monitor and control the progress of the
project, making sure all the measures are being met.
H) Project Components
The WASPUR project has the following three major components:
1) Provision of clean drinking water in schools, including public access
2) Provision of clean drinking water in villages
3) Improved sanitation in schools and villages
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H.1) Provision of clean drinking water in schools, including public access
The site visit in February 2016 revealed that the needs at each site are quite distinct and range
from a need for major remedial work to relatively minor one. Currently, it appears that about 17
schools and two villages could be included in WASPUR project, based on their needs.
After project approval by the TRF, the first activity (Task #1 in the Schedule per Appendix 5) is:
Finalization of the Plan. In this regard, two important steps will be finalized:
Water Quality Testing: Host Sponsor (RC of Purulia) would obtain the latest copies of these
reports for all the schools and to resolve any discrepancies in the currently reported figures.
Development of Site Plans: Because the investments and costs at each school site will be
different, development of site-specific final plans, rather than a “one size fits all” approach is
needed. The Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia), therefore, would hire a suitably qualified
technical person to develop the final site plans for the schools. The final site plan would attempt
to meet the following objectives:





Adequate quantity of water throughout the year
Bacteriologically safe drinking water
Iron & manganese contamination reduced to acceptable levels in drinking water
Drinking water available within 50m (164 ft) of any classroom and 20m (66 ft) of any
hostel (dormitory)
 Piped water available to kitchen for washing, and piped clean water for cooking
 Piped water and washbasin within 10 m (33 ft) of any latrine or toilet block and any
kitchen or eating area
 Piped drinking water to a public stand outside the school gate
The last point refers to a successful aspect of the demo SkyHydrant water filter installation at
RSR Vidyapith High School (see Figure 3-2 above), where a masonry stand with 3 or 4 taps has
been constructed at the gate of the school, and is used by the local villagers to fill their drinking
water containers. The WASPUR Project Committee feels strongly that, the benefits of the
project could be greatly expanded if a similar facility can be provided at all the schools and can
be accessed outside school hours. Construction costs would be relatively small; incremental
operating costs for the school (power for pumping) also appear manageable. Any threat of
vandalism by public would be monitored by the school administration.
The WASPUR Project Committee has made project cost estimates (see Appendix 6), based on
the following three categories of school sites:
CATEGORIES
I.
Need a new Deep Tube Well (DTW), an Ultraviolet (UV) water filter, water
distribution, public access and improved sanitation
II.
Need an Ultraviolet (UV) water filter, an Iron & Manganese remover water filter,
water distribution, public access and improved sanitation
III.
Need an Ultraviolet (UV) water filter, minor water distribution, public access and
improved sanitation
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Note that an Ultraviolet (UV) water filter is included in all categories, even though
bacteriological contamination has not been widely reported in the tests. The cost is relatively
low and they would provide an additional safeguard against potential contamination during the
monsoon season and in storage tanks, as advised by the Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia).
For preliminary estimating, Notional Site Plans for the above three categories of schools are
provided below in Figures 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5, at the end of this Appendix. As indicated earlier,
detailed site plans would be developed as part of Task # 1 (Finalization of Plan), after TRF
approval of the WASPUR project. A Preliminary Need Assessment (Table 3-3) for the schools
has also been developed, as shown below, to give an idea of how many sites are likely to be in
each category.
H.2) Provision of clean drinking water in villages
Of the three villages we visited during February, 2016, two appear particularly suitable for
inclusion in the WASPUR project. One village, Surulia, is close to Purulia town (municipality)
and has been “adopted” by the Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia); several activities are already
planned there. RC of Purulia will continue to monitor whether this and other nearby villages
might or might not be included in the PHED project for Purulia District (see Appendix 2), so that
there is no duplication by the WASPUR project with the PHED project of the state government.
Once the WASPUR project is approved by TRF; as with the schools, finalization of site plans
(Task # 1 in Schedule per Appendix 5) will be done. The first step would be to obtain the latest
water test data for the water sources expected to be utilized in the two villages. The second
would be to develop a site plan [in a similar manner to that for the schools but modified to reflect
the fact that these villages are dependent on open dug wells, with possibly some hand tube wells
(HTW)].
Another special step within Task # 1 (finalization of plan) in the Schedule for the two villages
would be: to conduct a series of consultations with village elders, officials and religious leaders
by the Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia), to ensure that the present problems with water supply
have been properly identified and that the proposed solution would be acceptable to the village.
Most importantly, these discussions would focus on operation and maintenance (O&M) needs
and the importance of having a dedicated source of funding for this. A number of options might
be considered: a special fee on each household, or a charge per container of water (implying a
full-time operator). Special provision would need to be made for the poor inhabitants. These
discussions would culminate with the signing of a memorandum of understanding (MOU)
between the Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia) and each of the two villages, making clear the
responsibilities of the village toward O&M.
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Table 3-3: Preliminary Need Assessment
(based on information from Feb, 2016 visit, and to be updated during Finalization of Site Plan)
Needs: Y=Yes; N=No; Y?= possible need, to be further identified; TBD=to be determined

SCHOOLS– S: Secondary, HS: Higher Secondary
Thana or
Block

Wate
r
Test
No.

Name

Quanti
ty
Proble
m

Identified Needs11

Qualit
y
Proble
m
Deep
Tube
well12

1.Jhalda

1

Tapoban
Junior School
J.S.R. High
School
Maru Masina
Bansa
R.S.R.
Vidyapith

Yes

2.Jhalda

2

3.Jhalda

3

4.Jhalda

None

5.Jhalda

4
9

Satyabhama
Vidyapith
Kotsila Girls

6.Jhalda
II
7.Jhalda
II
8.PuruliaM
9.Puncha

10
12

RO
Filte
r

UV
Filt
er
Y

Fe/M
n
Filte
r
Y

Catego
ry

Yes

Fe>2
Mn
Minor

No

Minor

Under
const
Under
const
N

No

None

N

No

N

Y

Y

II

Yes

Fe>2
Mn
Fe>2

Y

Y

Y

I

Jiudaru Boys

Yes

Fe>>2

Y

Y

II

Durku

Yes

Fe>2

Approv
ed
TBD

Y

Y

I or II

Dem
o
Unit

TBD

II

Y

III

Y

III

N

-

13
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Dorodih

No

10.Manba
zar
11.Puncha

14&1
5
None

Gopalnagar

No

Napara

Yes15

12.Hura

13

Arjunjura

Yes

Fe>2
Mn
Fe>214

N

Y

Y

II

N

Y

Y

II

Fe>2
Mn16
Minor

TBD

Y

Y

I or II

17

11

TBD

TBD

Y

I or II

18

Additional distribution, public access and sanitation would be provided at all sites.
DTWs will only be considered if there is no plan for Government funding within two years.
13
This site needs further evaluation by the technical expert, as it now depends on a dug well but DTW construction
or effectiveness may be difficult because of rock near surface.
14
Second reading at hostel showed a minor level; worst case scenario assumed.
15
Quantity problem reported although site has 2DTWs for school plus one for hostel; needs further investigation.
16
No lab data available; Iron reported during site visit. Data from nearby site #9 used
17
Illness reported.
18
Depends on a dug well; further evaluation by the technical expert will be important.
12
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13.Hura

23

14.Hura

23

15.Purulia
-M
16.Purulia
-M
17.Purulia
I

17

18.Purulia
I

20

19.Purulia
I
20.Jaipur

11`

21.Jaipur
22.Purulia
I

6
7?

23.Jaipur

8

Lakshanpur
Boys
Lakshanpur
Girls
Hutmura Girls

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
data19
No
data20
Fe>>2

Under
const
Y

Y

III

Y

I

Y

Y

Y

I

21

18

Hutmura Boys

No

F

N

Y

III

19

Belguma
Vivekananda
Vidyapith
Ramkrishna
Vivekananda
Mission Boys
Dimdiha
G.S.D.N.
BartarSarada
moni Mission
Jaipur RBB
Ramkrishna
Vivekananda
Mission Girls
Jaipur Girls
School

No

Fe<2

N

Y

III

Yes

Fe>222

Y

Y

No

Fe<2

N

Y

III

No

Fe<2

N

Y

III

No
No

Minor
Minor

N
N

Y
Y

III
III

No

Minor

N

Y

III

22

Y

I

VILLAGES
24.Manba
zar

Jabla

--

25.Manba
zar

Gopalnagar

--

26.Purulia
-M

Surulia

--

Quanti
ty
Qualit
y
Quanti
ty
Qualit
y
Quanti
ty
Qualit
y

N

Y

Y?

Y

Y?

Y?

Y?

Y

Y?

Y

Y?

Y

For the villages, two categories of needs have been identified for the purposes of cost estimating
(see Appendix 6):
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Test results from nearby site #13 assumed for time being; minor quality problems.
See footnote 9
21
Report of excessive F from site visit; needs further investigation.
22
Illness reported in summer.
20
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I

Need of a UV water filter with an existing dug well, sanitation improvement, and training

II

Need of a DTW of a larger size than for the school case, together with a UV filter, and
sanitation improvement and training.

H.3) Improved sanitation in schools and villages
Knowledge of healthy hygiene and sanitation practices remains limited in rural India and is the
cause of the high incidence of many infectious diseases. This has been recognized by the Central
Government of India, which has launched a national program to reduce public urination and
defecation in the open. WASPUR project will make a modest contribution to the solution of this
age-old problem, by including an emphasis on sanitation for both the schools and the villages.
There would be two parts for this activity, as described below:
a) Sanitation Awareness and Education Program. For schools, this would begin with a
visit to each school by a trainer23 and a Rotaract, who would present a 1 to 2-hour
sanitation awareness program to the Headmaster and Teachers and possibly a separate,
simplified presentation to cooks and other staff. This would include instructions on how
to convey information on good practices to the students and (indirectly) their families.
The trainer and Rotaract would use microscope available in school, and leave behind
posters, instructional materials and videos, DVDs, CDs24. A designated teacher would
then present the materials and messages to the students, reinforced perhaps by a
competition to design a poster or write a sketch. A central message in all of this would
be the importance of washing hands with bar soap or liquid soap before eating and after
using the toilet and urinal.
For villages, the above approach would be modified to convey one or two simple
messages to a larger audience, possibly using “street theater” or “demonstration of hand
washing with soap” to get the point across. Close coordination with village elders,
officials and religious leaders would be advantageous.
b) Sanitation Infrastructure. As part of WASPUR project, provision would be made in
schools for washbasin(s), with running water and soap, adjacent to the school latrines and
eating area, as well as one for the staff. Such facilities would be sturdily constructed, to
deter vandalism. A teacher would be designated to monitor the students’ use of such
facilities. It may or may not be practical to provide such facilities in the two villages;
however, we will remain open-minded, as the village elders are consulted with.

I) WASPUR Project Procurement
As described above, the project would require procurement of the following:

23

We will find out if such people already exist in the Ministry of Education or Ministry of Health. If not, a private
person would be engaged by the project.
24

The availability of ready-made videos and the capacity of the schools to show them need to be checked.
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Equipment, such as local UV water filters and Iron & Manganese remover water
filters
Materials, such as piping, storage tanks, miscellaneous hardware
Contracts for the installation of equipment and materials
Consulting services, such as the technical expert and sanitation trainer

After the Site Plans are finalized (per Task # 1) and the final selection of sites is confirmed, the
equipment and materials lists will be aggregated by a technical expert.
The Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia) would be responsible for procurement of local water
filters, and all other goods, works and services required for the WASPUR project. The host club
prefers to procure the equipment and materials directly, and provide these to the selected
contractor(s). The host club has successfully done this approach of contracting in previous
Rotary projects (club level and other TRF level Global Grant project on eye clinics).
For equipment procurement, the Host Sponsor club would obtain at least three quotations (if
possible) from qualified suppliers. For materials, a “prudent shopping” approach will be
followed, to obtain the best price for the package.
No importation of goods for the project is foreseen; suitable equipment is available locally in
India from several potential suppliers.
For installation contracts, the intention is to group all the sites under one or more contracts, if
possible. Quotes would be obtained from three potential contractors, where possible, and in the
absence of exceptional conditions, the lowest quote with good report accepted. The Host
Sponsor club has experience in successfully selecting local contractor(s) for past Rotary projects.
For consulting services, the most qualified local specialists would be selected by the host club.
Contract Supervision: While the work is underway, each site would be visited at least once a
week, by a technical member of the Host Committee (RC of Purulia) (or the technical specialist
engaged to develop the site plans), who would certify the contractor’s request for payment and
also certify that each site’s works have been satisfactorily completed before approving the final
payment. Supplier(s) and contractor(s) would be required to warrant their goods and works for
one year.
J) Progress Reporting
Progress Reports25. These would be prepared each month within one week of the close of the
month by the Host Committee (RC of Purulia), in consultation with the Project Committee.
Meeting of the WASPUR Project Committee in Maryland (US) and the meeting of the Host
Committee in Purulia (India) would take place within first two weeks of each month, to consider
the reports. Such monthly reports would be brief – two to three pages – and follow a format that
includes:


actual progress versus expected;

25 See Appendix 4 for more details
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updated measures of project success;
problems encountered and their solution;
plans for the next month;
financial reporting (actual expenses vs. planned); and,
lessons learned.

Final Report. In accordance with TRF requirements, a Final Report would be prepared and
submitted after completion of the project, as a joint product of the WASPUR Project Committee
of Maryland (US) and Host Committee (within RC of Purulia, India). We will follow the TRF
format.
K) Project Costs
The following method has been used to gain a reasonably good cost estimate. Three categories of
schools and two categories of villages have been identified (see above) and the possible number
of sites in each category estimated. For each category, the likely investment needs have been
assessed, including about 4% contingency factor (to cover risks such as unexpected needs and/or
price increases).
Cost components: The Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia) has obtained the best estimate for unit
costs for all the elements likely to be needed in the project and these appear to be quite
comprehensive and reliable (see Appendix 6). These are applied to the estimated quantities in
each category of schools and villages.
Project Cost: For the WASPUR project, covering 17 schools and 2 villages, an estimate of
US$52,516 has been arrived at by the WASPUR Project Committee (US) and the Host
Committee (RC of Purulia, India). For details, see Appendix 6, Table 6-4. NOTE: Considering
that there are about 25,000 beneficiaries, the investment for providing clean water and improved
sanitation under the WASPUR project is: about US$ 2 per person. In our view, this is a very
reasonable investment for Rotary’s water and sanitation project.
L) Operation, Maintenance and Sustainability
Operation and Maintenance: As noted above, Operation and Maintenance (O&M) needs for
the UV water filters are simple but will be a little more complex for the iron & manganese
remover water filter. Each school would designate a staff member to oversee such O&M needs;
that person would be trained using the manufacturer’s operating manual by either the Vendor or
an RC of Purulia member at the time of handover of equipment. For other project works and
equipment – DTWs, water tanks, pipelines, faucets etc. – little routine maintenance will be
needed. However, provision must be made for repairs and replacement of worn out components.
The cost of this for schools can be added to expected operating costs and recovered through a fee
per student (with provision to reduce or excuse fees for the poor student). Schools would rely on
local plumbers (mistris) to make such repairs, as they do for their existing water systems, which
were found on the site visit to be generally in good operating order.
O&M for village systems is more of a challenge, both in ensuring that proper protocols are met
and that a source of O&M funding is available. Reliance would be on local plumbers to do any
needed repairs, possibly with an RC of Purulia project team member being called in to ensure
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that proper maintenance protocols are achieved. Funding of O&M would need to rely on a
village funding source, for which some possible options are outlined above. Whatever option the
village chooses, it will be important that all understandings and agreement be fully set out in a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia) and the
village representatives. After the project completion, it will be equally important for RC of
Purulia members to visit the villages periodically (every six months) to monitor the village’s
performance of its obligations and to deal with any problems that arise. Given that only two
villages are included, this should not be a difficult requirement.
Sustainability. The experience of many organizations financing water supplies in developing
countries is that, after constructing facilities and installing equipment to deliver clean drinking
water, maintenance is neglected and the system gradually loses effectiveness or ceases to
function altogether. Reasons may be lack of accountability, lack of skills or lack of a source of
funding. The following provisions in the WASPUR project plan are intended to prevent such an
outcome:









Limiting village sites to two to assure closer monitoring of equipment
Close supervision of contractors and certification of work by an RC of Purulia
member
Training of responsible persons on O&M procedures
For schools, use of an affordable student fee to cover expected O&M costs
For villages, extended discussion and agreement on a funding option for O&M
costs, to be recorded in a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
Local availability of spare parts
The widespread availability of qualified plumbers to do needed repairs
An active role for RC of Purulia members in overseeing the implementation of
agreed cost recovery measures for O&M for both villages and schools

While the above provisions are considered to provide a strong assurance of long-term
sustainability, one challenge is: how to replace the equipment, now being provided by Rotary at
no cost, when it reaches the end of its useful life. For items with moving parts – pumps, water
filters, valves, electrical controls – the useful life might be estimated at 10 years – other items
like water tanks and pipelines, should last much longer. The approach here is to emphasize such
needs from the outset and to urge schools and villages to set aside an amount each year to cover
such replacements (depreciation fund). The School Headmasters we talked to during site visit
have agreed to set aside funds for replacement of equipment. The village representatives will
work out a plan with the Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia) to replace equipment at the end of its
useful life. The selected two villages have good familiarity with local Rotarians. The WASPUR
Project Committee believes that a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) can be developed to
raise necessary funds annually for the next 10 years through usage fees. These plans for two
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villages will be finalized and agreed to (per Task # 1, Finalization of Plan, described in Appendix
5), after the WASPUR project is approved by the TRF.

Figure 3-3: Notional Site Plan for Category-I schools
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Figure 3-4: Notional Site Plan for Category-II schools
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Figure 3-5: Notional Site Plan for Category-III schools
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Appendix 4: Project Organization
Water and Sanitation for Purulia, India
(WASPUR)
Global Grant Project

This Appendix provides the organizational structure which will support the WASPUR project
through all stages of the project cycle. It focuses on the roles of three committees: Steering
Committee, Project Committee, and the Host Committee. Also, the coordination among these
committees is described here.
A) International Sponsor clubs (USA)
There are nine sponsor clubs within Rotary District 7620 from the USA, which actively support
the Water and Sanitation for Purulia, India (WASPUR) Global Grant Project. The support is
provided in terms of providing both organizational help and monetary contribution. These nine
sponsor clubs from Maryland, USA are:
1) Mount Airy,
2) Rockville,
3) Bonds Meadow,
4) Westminster,
5) Sykesville-South Carroll,
6) Howard West,
7) Southern Frederick County,
8) Montgomery Village, and
9) Historic Prince Georges County.
A.1) Project Initiation
We would like to give a brief background on why and how these nine Rotary clubs got together
to support the WASPUR Global Grant Project. In early 2015, the first meeting was held among
several representatives of these clubs to explore the possibility of: a) working as a group to
support a worthy global grant project, recognizing that none of the above small clubs could
easily sponsor a global grant project on their own, and then b) selecting a global grant project
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among several candidate projects put forward by these nine sponsor clubs. Following this
meeting, several subsequent meetings were held26 to develop a “team approach” and to select a
simple, well defined and most appropriate global grant project among the four good choices
offered by the clubs. The selected project is: Water and Sanitation for Purulia, India
(WASPUR). It is simple, sustainable, and beneficial to about 25,000 men, women and children
of the most rural area of an under-served district of Purulia (where average daily individual
income is less than US$ 2/day), within the eastern state of West Bengal, India. The beneficiaries
from selected schools and villages will get clean drinking water and improved sanitation when
the WASPUR project is completed.
A.2) Overall Organization
In order to plan, execute, control and monitor the WASPUR global grant project, an
Organizational Structure has been developed, as shown in Figure 4-1 at the end of this Appendix.
The global grant project will be actively managed at three levels: 1) by a Steering Committee, 2)
by a Project Committee, and 3) by a Host Committee. The roles and responsibilities of each
committee are described below.
A.3) Steering Committee
The nine International Sponsor clubs of the USA, have formed a Steering Committee, which has
met twice so far to review the Pre-Site Visit Plan and the Post-Site Visit Report (see Appendix
2). This Steering Committee plans to meet frequently (as often as needed) to provide overall
direction to the WASPUR project, to provide specific project management assistance to the
Project Committee. See Table 4-1 at end of this Appendix for the structure and membership of
the Steering Committee. The following members will play an active role in managing some
parts of the WASPUR project.




26

Project Engineer: Rotarian Peter Whitford, Ph.D., will be responsible for technical
coordination of the WASPUR project. He conducted the site visit of the WASPUR
project successfully in February 2016. By profession, Peter is a Water Management
expert with a doctoral degree from Stanford University. He has worked for and
consulted with the World Bank for many years on multiple water and rural development
projects. He was stationed in Bangladesh (neighboring country to India) for three years;
and he has experience in taking a lead role in the Bonds Meadow Club’s Rotary3-H
Grant project to combat River Blindness in Tanzania, valued at US$ 300,000.
Project Controlling and Monitoring: PDG Jay Kumar is responsible for controlling and
monitoring the project performance; making sure that the measures for project success
are met. In case of any variance or deviation, he will alert the Project Committee for
taking corrective action. As Past District Governor of District 7620, Jay has experience
in many local and international projects of the Rotary. One of his long-term projects
deals with providing mental health services to poor patients in more than 100 villages of

The Working Group has now evolved into the Steering Committee described here.
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southern India. This project is currently led by Howard West Club.


Project Reporting: Rotarian Bob Martin, Ph.D., is responsible for providing timely and
accurate reports to the District 7620 and TRF. Bob has experience in both local and
international Rotary projects. He has led a project in Mexico to correct the eyesight of
thousands of needy Mayan people of the Yucatan Peninsula. He is a good writer and
presenter. He is a member of the Rockville club (Lead Club among the US sponsor
clubs).



Project Auditor: Rotarian Wanda Lynn, CPA, is responsible for quarterly audit of the
finances of the WASPUR project. She is Past President of RC of Bonds Meadow.
Wanda is a Chartered Professional Accountant by profession, and she has successfully
completed many local Rotary projects of Bonds Meadow club. She is also active
participant in multi-club fundraising efforts such as “Oktoberfest”.
A.4) Project Committee

The Project Committee has been appointed by the Steering Committee to conduct the day-to-day
operations of the WASPUR global grant project. The Project Committee will oversee all phases
of the WASPUR Global Grant Project, including: i) project initiation, ii) project planning, iii)
project execution, iv) project monitoring, and v) project closing. The Project Committee will be
assisted by some members of the Steering Committee on specific areas of project management.
Also, the Project Committee, in coordination with the Host Committee (described below), will be
responsible for all aspects of project management, including: a) defining and managing the
project scope, b) developing and managing the project schedule, c) developing and managing the
budget and costs, d) defining and assuring project quality and project deliverables, e) managing
project risks, if and when they occur, f) helping the Host Committee manage contracts, and g)
managing active communication among all the stakeholders, including: The Rotary Foundation,
District 7620, District 3291, all the International Sponsor clubs, and the Host Sponsor club.
Table 4-2 (at the end of this Appendix) shows the structure and membership of the Project
Committee. The three Rotarians selected for this committee have experience in working on past
Rotary projects, both local and international.


Project Manager: In this capacity, Rotarian Paul Mahata, Ph.D., will be responsible for
overall execution and success of the WASPUR project. By profession, Paul is a Project
Manager, who has PMP certificate (Project Management Professional, recognized by the
Project Management Institute). He is a graduate of the Rotary Leadership Institute
(RLI). He has managed small and large projects for the US government, including
NASA. For the Mount Airy Rotary club, Paul has successfully managed two DDF
projects (Wheelchairs for disabled veterans of Walter Reed Hospital, and Site Visit for
the WASPUR project), and two international Rotary Club projects (family water filter
distribution for a village of 1,200 people in Purulia, India; and demonstration of a
SkyHydrant water filter for a high school with 500 students in Purulia, India) - see
Appendix 3 for more details on these projects. On a personal note: Paul grew up in a
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village of Purulia district of West Bengal; and at young age, he had Typhoid disease
twice. This deadly disease is caused by water-borne bacteria. Now he is active in
bringing clean water and good sanitation practices to the villagers of Purulia district.


Project Treasurer: Rotarian Mark Milby from Mount Airy Club will be responsible for
raising and managing funds for the WASPUR project. He is past Area Governor (AG)
of Area 5 of District 7620, he is current Foundation Chair for RC of Mt Airy, and he has
managed a DDF project (with $9,000 budget) for a Tanzanian Orphanage. Also, he
initiated a local Rotary project to help the Carroll County Hospital of Maryland with
US$ 50,000. He initiated Oktoberfest fundraising for four Carroll County Rotary clubs
including Mt Airy.



Project monitoring: President-Elect Paul Brochu, Ph.D. from Mount Airy Club will be
responsible for monitoring and controlling the WASPUR project. He has been involved
with the project from its inception, and has experience in monitoring US government
projects in health-related field. Paul Brochu will coordinate, as needed, with Jay Kumar
of the Steering Committee.

B) Host Sponsor club (India)
For the WASPUR Global Grant Project, the Host Sponsor club is Rotary Club of Purulia (or RC
of Purulia), District 3291, India. RC of Purulia is a well-established club in the location of the
proposed WASPUR global grant project. It has experience in other global grant projects, water
projects, family size water filter distribution, and installation of a SkyHydrant water filter, in
addition to its signature project, an eye hospital in Purulia town, together with a branch facility in
Lalpur. These two facilities are performing about 11,000 cataract surgeries per year. In the past,
Rotary Club of Mount Airy and Pikesville & Owings Mills (district 7620, USA) have worked
with RC of Purulia on two Rotary projects and there is already a good working relationship
between the US clubs of District 7620 and the RC of Purulia (District 3291, India).
Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia) took a strong interest in partnering with the International
Sponsor clubs of USA, and it facilitated the site visit by welcoming Rotarian Peter Whitford (RC
of Bonds Meadow, USA) and Rotarian Paul Mahata (RC of Mount Airy, USA) in February
2016. RC of Purulia sent several Rotarians to the sites along with Peter and Paul to assess the
suitability of the sites and also to investigate the sustainability of the proposed WASPUR project
to provide clean water and improved sanitation. In order to carry out the WASPUR Global
Grant Project, RC of Purulia has agreed to be a strong partner with the International Sponsor
clubs of the USA in executing the project, especially related to: a) maintaining liaison with local
officials and schools; b) obtaining water test data; c) engaging a technical person to finalize the
project plan; d) selecting and supervising local contractor(s), including certification of
payments; e) procuring and installing local water filters, deep tube wells and other equipment; f)
overseeing training on sanitation, g) conducting inspections of installed water filters and deep
tube wells, and h) managing all local expenses and project accounts in the host country.
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B.1) Host Committee
As shown in Figure 4-1 below, the Host Committee within RC of Purulia is directly in contact
with the Project Committee, and the Chair of the Host Committee liaises closely with the Project
Manager of the Project Committee. Table 4-3 below shows the structure and membership of the
Host Committee. Overall, it is a strong Host Committee with relevant experience, as described
below:


Piyush Khedia: Chair, Host Committee. Rotarian Piyush is a tax lawyer by profession,
and Past President of the RC of Purulia. He is responsible for coordination of all local
work, including procurement and installations, and he is in frequent communication with
Project Manager (Paul Mahata, RC of Mount Airy, USA). Modes of communication
includes: e-mails, telephone, Skype, fax, and postal service, and or courier service. A
weekly telecon has already been established between Piyush and Paul.



Rajesh Tantia: Sanitation training. Rotarian Rajesh is Past President of the RC of
Purulia. He has expertise in health related Rotary projects. He travelled to many of the
sites, visited by US Rotarians Peter and Paul in February 2016. He is a business man,
and takes special interest in improving the condition of villagers.



Ashoke Mahato: Installations of water filters. Rotarian Ashoke will supervise the
installation of filters, based on his experience with the SkyHydrant “demo” system in a
high school in Purulia district. He is also experienced in water pumps and water storage
tanks. He travelled to many of the sites of WASPUR project, and personally observed
the conditions in the schools.

C) Coordination among clubs
The International Sponsor clubs in Maryland (USA) will coordinate among themselves through the
meeting of the Steering Committee. Each Steering Committee Member will inform his/her respective
club on the progress of the WASPUR Global Grant Project. In addition, the Project Manager (Paul
Mahata) will provide a monthly update via e-mail to the Presidents of the International Sponsor Clubs
(USA).
The coordination between the International Sponsor clubs (USA) and the Host Sponsor club (India) will
be primarily conducted by the Project Manager (Paul Mahata) of the Project Committee and the Chair
(Piyush Khedia) of the Host Committee. This will keep the line of communication clear and
unambiguous. All USA clubs and members of the Steering Committee will channel their communication
through the Project Manager; and on the India side, all Host Committee members will channel their
communication through the Chair of their committee. To avoid any “bottleneck”, the Project Manager
and the Chair of the Host Committee will make sure that all reports and important information are
“copied” to the key members of the WASPUR Global Grant project. As indicated earlier, both Paul and
Piyush have developed a close working relationship for the last three years based on two small Rotary
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projects, as described in Appendix 3. Now they are in communication through e-mails and weekly phone
calls to coordinate all aspects of the WASPUR global grant project.

Figure 4-1: WASPUR Organizational Structure

Table 4-1: WASPUR Steering Committee
Club
Mount Airy
Rockville
Bonds Meadow
Westminster
Sykesville-South Carroll
Howard West
South Frederick County
Montgomery Village
Historic Prince Georges County
AT-LARGE
AT-LARGE

Committee Member
Paul Mahata (Chair)
Jim Gilchrist
Peter Whitford
Jacie Mathias-Jones
Dawn Wittfelt
PDG Jay Kumar
Wil Graham
Priscilla Kinnear
PDG Bob Grill
Bob Martin
Past AG Mark Milby

Table 4-2: WASPUR Project Committee
Role
Project Manager
Project Treasurer
Project Monitoring

Committee Member
Paul Mahata
Past AG Mark Milby
Paul Brochu
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Alternate
Paul Brochu
Abdi Russi
Wanda Lynn
George Peck
Christine Hughes
Geetha Jayaram
Jon Moles
Past AG Edco Bailey
Bill DuBoyce

Table 4-3: WASPUR Host Committee
Role
Chair
Sanitation
Filter installations

Committee Member
Piyush Khedia
Rajesh Tantia
Ashoke Mahato
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Appendix 5: Project Schedule
Water and Sanitation for Purulia, India
(WASPUR)
Global Grant Project

This Appendix provides the schedule for WASPUR project from start to finish. All major
activities (tasks) are shown on the schedule, including the proposed start date and finish date of
each task. For planning purpose, we have assumed a project start date of October 3, 2016.
However, if the start date is moved for some reason, the entire schedule will be shifted in time
scale accordingly. Note that “Microsoft Project” software has been used to generate the
schedule, and it will be fairly easy to develop a revised schedule, if the project start date changes.
A) Major Tasks
The WASPUR global grant project is modular in nature, where clean water supply and sanitation
improvement in 17 schools and 2 villages in Purulia, India are to be provided. The major tasks
include:








Finalizing the project plan (detailed coordination among International Sponsor clubs and
Host Sponsor club and obtaining additional water test data to decide on site-specific
remedies, also engaging a technical specialist to develop final Site Plans for all project
sites)
Procuring water filters (local filters from India) and other equipment and materials
Selecting local contractor(s) for the project (based in Purulia district)
Executing the project, which includes filter and deep tube well (DTW) installations,
sanitation improvement, and handing over all deliverables to schools and villages
Conducting sanitation training for schools and villages (through use of microscope,
video, and printed materials), and
Finally, closing the project implementation and writing a final report

A Gantt Chart is shown below in Figure 5-1, providing pictorially the sequence and dependency
of each task. The Project Execution is the longest task with 90 working days. The selected sites
are spread out 30 to 40 miles (48 to 64 km) from the center of Purulia district in the west, east
and southeast directions; and some of the sites may be difficult to reach during the Monsoon
season (July to September) (see Appendices 1 & 2). Therefore, the majority of the project
execution is planned between November 2016 and May 2017. The start of the project can be as
soon as October 3, 2016, when the project plan will be finalized by the International Sponsor
clubs (USA) and the Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia, India). After handing over the project
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deliverables to the schools and villages, sanitation training will be conducted using microscope,
videos and printed material. Finally, the WASPUR project will be closed by late May 2017, and
a project report will be written by the Project Committee (in coordination with the Host
Committee) by the end of June 2017.
Some of the details of the major tasks for the project schedule are shown below:
No.

Task (Activity)

Duration

Start

End

1. Finalize project plan
15 days
Oct 3,’16
Oct 21, ‘16
2. Procure local filters
30 days
Oct 24, ’16 Dec 2, ‘16
3. Select contractor(s) for project
60 days
Oct 24, ’16 Jan 13, ‘17
4. Execute project
90 days
Jan 16, ‘17
May 19, ‘17
5. Install filters
60 days
Jan 16, ‘17
Apr 7, ‘17
6. Install deep tube wells
60 days
Jan 16, ‘17
Apr 7, ‘17
7. Improve sanitation structure
60 days
Jan 16, ‘17
Apr 7, ‘17
8. Handover deliverables
10 days
Apr 10, ’17 Apr 21, ‘17
9. Conduct sanitation training
20 days
Apr 24, ’17 May 19, ‘17
10. Write project report
30 days
May 22, ’17 Jun 30, ‘17
___________________________________________________________________
TOTAL DURATION OF PROJECT
9 months
(Assumption: There are 5 working days in a week, with 8 hr/day work schedule)
B) Project Flexibility in Scheduling
Although most tasks have been arranged serially, it is possible to do a few tasks in parallel. For
example, the last three tasks (# 8, 9, and 10) can all be started at the same time, and completed in
30 working days, instead of doing it serially in 60 working days; thereby reducing the total
project schedule by 30 working days (or 6 weeks). So, there is project flexibility built into the
schedule
C) Project Efficiency and Coordination

The WASPUR Project Committee believes that there will be better coordination among the sites,
if fewer contractors are selected to work on all the schools and villages. Also, lessons learned
from one site (or group of sites) can be applied to the other sites on a real-time basis; thus
achieving a good level of project performance efficiency. The Host Sponsor club (RC of
Purulia) will be responsible for selecting the local reputable supplier(s) and contractor(s), based
on three offers, where possible. Price, quality of work, on-time delivery of service, and record of
performance within budget will be some of the selection criteria for choosing contractor(s). The
International Sponsor clubs (WASPUR Project Committee) will remain engaged in the
contractor(s) selection process, and will work closely with the Host Sponsor club (Host
Committee of RC of Purulia) throughout the project execution. RC of Purulia has already some
experience in installing a “demo” SkyHydrant water filter system, and they will use a technical
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expert in making sure that the contractor(s) perform as planned. In addition to water systems, the
host club has experience in construction of buildings, health facilities and in acquisition of
medical equipment. Therefore, the Project Committee is confident that the Host Sponsor club
(Host Committee of RC of Purulia) will be effective in selection of contractor(s) and in
execution of the project in a timely manner.

Figure 5-1: Gantt Chart for WASPUR Project Schedule
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Appendix 6: Project Cost
Water and Sanitation for Purulia, India
(WASPUR)
Global Grant Project
This Appendix provides the rationale for arriving at the project cost estimate, and it includes
actual price quotations from a potential vendor in India, unit cost estimates from an experienced
water management company in Purulia, India, inputs from Host Sponsor (RC of Purulia), and
our Project Committee’s derived best cost estimate for the WASPUR global grant project.

A) Basis of Estimate
The project cost has been estimated by the WASPUR Project Committee based on the following
sources of information:




Price quote for local water filters provided by a) CXLTiton Electronics Pvt. Ltd.
company (India), b) Zeolite India Pvt. Ltd. See Table 6-1.
Best estimates of unit costs of water tanks, pumps, pipes, etc., provided by Purnima
Trading Co. (India). See Table 6-2.
Best estimates of local labor and installation costs, provided by the Host Sponsor club
(RC of Purulia, India).

B) Project Cost Estimating Process
Each site was found to be unique based on our site visit in February, 2016. However, for cost
estimating purpose, we categorized the schools and the villages based on their specific needs for
water source, water filtration, and sanitation improvement (see Appendix 3). The categories are:
Schools
Category-I: Need water source from a deep tube well (DTW), need a simple local UV water
filtration system, and need sanitation improvement plus training
Category-II: Need a simple local UV water filtration system, a local Iron (Fe) and Manganese
(Mn) remover water filter, and need sanitation improvement plus training
Category-III: Need a simple local UV water filtration system, and need sanitation improvement
plus training
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Villages
Category-I: Need water source from a deep tube well (DTW), need a simple local UV water
filtration system, and need minor sanitation improvement plus training
Category-II: Need a simple local UV water filtration system, and need minor sanitation
improvement plus training
Based on these categories, the WASPUR Project Committee (US), in coordination with the Host
Committee (India), developed cost estimates using the unit costs shown in Table 6-1 and 6-2.
The final results are tabulated in Table 6-3: WASPUR Project Cost Estimate.
The following range of costs should be noted in Table 6-3.



School site costs ranged from $3,698 to $1,847, based on the specific needs of each
category.
Village site cost ranged from $5,492 to $3,158, based on the specific needs of each
category.

The WASPUR Project Committee, in coordination with the Host Committee (within RC of
Purulia, India) determined and agreed on the tentative number of sites within each category for
schools and villages that could be accommodated in the project, as shown in Table 6-3.
Although this categorization does not cover all the combinations of needs that may be found, it
was appropriate in determining the best estimate for WASPUR project cost.

C) Total Estimated Project Cost
With the above outlined process, the WASPUR Project Committee came up with the Total
Estimated Project Cost of US$52,516. This figure includes about 4% for contingencies – for
cost and schedule risks, including possible increases in quantities or prices between now and
when the project plan is finalized after TRF approval. Considering that there would be 25,000
beneficiaries of the WASPUR project, this an investment of just about US$ 2 per person, to
provide clean drinking water and improved sanitation to school children and villagers. It is a
reasonable investment in our view.
We are confident that the proposed WASPUR global grant project could be completed within
this estimated project cost. It should be noted that the Project Committee (USA) and the Host
Committee (India) have some flexibility in controlling costs by adjusting the number of sites or
simplifying the project design and site plan, as appropriate.
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Table 6-1: Local Filter Quotes by CXL Titon Electronics Pvt. Ltd. Co., India

WATER SOLUTION COMPANY

CXL TITON Electronics Pvt. Ltd.

Head Office: Phase II, Gupta Arcade, Maya Puri,
New Delhi-64 (INDIA).
branch: Delhi, Jorahat, Ahmedabed, Bombay, Indore, Gwalior, Amritsar, Nagpur, Raipur, Varanasi,
Kolkata, purulia, Nepal, Karnal, Surat, Patiala, Jalandhar, Jammu.
E-mail: info@cxltiton.in, cxltiton@gmail.com
26 May, 2016

Sub: Quotation cum proposal for 250 lph water purifier to supply pure water for
4000litres in Eight hours Day schedule.
Sir,
This is with reference to the aforesaid subject. We are very much thankful for your interest in
CXLTITON ELECTRONICS PVT.LTD .we
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CXLTITON, manufactures a broad spectrum of unique water purification, softening and filtration
systems servicing the residential, commercial and laboratory markets.
At cxltiton, we are a group of dedicated & result- oriented professionals having rich
experience in the field of Water treatment Industry for last fifteen years, at various hierarchy in the
different departments like Design & Engineering, Marketing & Project execution of Reverse Osmosis
technology, De ionization systems, Filtration system of different capacities and up to turnkey projects
for various reputed concerns.
Here we are providing you a 250 LPH uv water purifier with robotic skid.

We are hereby enclosed/attached the quotation sheet along with Product photoshot, company’s
profile.

Kindly Contact to us for any further information / clarification require in this matter. We shall be glad
to furnish the same.
Thanking You.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Make

CXLTITON

System

250 LPH WATER PURIFIER

Body

Fully compact SS body/automatic

Booster pump

NOT APPLICABLE

Ultra filtration

18 inches UV lamp

Pre-filtration

High capacity 3Nos, 20”

Switches

LPS & HPS

Front Indication

ON OFF Switch

Duty cycle/Adapter

Continuous 12 hours/Heavy duty, copper

water recovery

100 %

Useful For

500 people

COMMERCIAL OFFER
Price

Rs 25990/-

50

Taxes & Vat

Extra.

Freight

Extra.

Payment terms

50% Advance against Performa invoice.

Delivery

Within 15days, from the date of purchase order

Warranty

One year

CXLTITON Electronics Pvt. LTD

Note-1Extra vat 14.5%)
2>Delivery within 15 days after receiving delivery order.
3>Payment on Delivery by a/c payee cheque/dd in favour of S k sales & service
4>VAT NO-19755332050
5>CST NO-19755332050
6>APSPM4180J

250 LPH WATER PURIFIER with UV Lamp
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ZEOTITE (INDIA) PVT. LTD. WATER TREATMENT ENGINEERS 209, A. J. C. Bose Road,
17, Karnani Estate, 1st Floor, Kolkata - 17 Tel. : 2290-6829 /2290-57O9, E-mall :
zeollte.lndla@gmal.com, Website : www.zeolitelndia.com , www.zeoliteIndia.org
QUOTATION, dated August 31, 2016
Dear Sir, We thank you for your above enquiry and have the pleasure to quote our lowest
rate below for your consideration and expect your valued order immediately. Description of
the Equipment: Iron & Manganese Removal Filter (FRP) with Alum Pot
Capacity: 250 litres per hour each.
Price: Rs. 64,000/- (Rupees Sixty-four thousand only).
Delivery: Within 1 week from the date of receipt of order with advance payment.
Packing Charges: Not applicable
Freight / Delivery Charges: Rs. 1,000/- (Rupees One thousand only) extra.
Erection & Commissioning: Rs. 500/- (Rupees Five hundred only) extra but Inlet-outlet
connection and Electrical connection under Customer's scope.
Terms of Payment: 50% Advance along with order and balance against readiness of
material prior to dispatch.
Sales Tax /VAT/Service Tax: VAT @ 5% extra.
Quality of Raw Water: As per your report
Quality of Treated Water: Iron 0.3 ppm to 0.5 ppm, Mn < 0.5 ppm
Validity of Price: 30 Days. Please feel free to contact for any discussion
Yours faithfully, SR. AREA SALES MANAGER
HEAD OFFICE: 344/7, N. S. C. Bose Rd., Kolkata - 700 047 Phone: 2471 3844,2481 1220
Fax:033-2471 0943
BHUBNESWAR OFFICE: Vinaydeep Apartment Flat No. 101, Ashok Nagar, Bhubaneswar751009
GUWAHATI OFFICE: Dilip Chakraborty Path, R G. Barua Road Guwahati - 781005
RANCHI OFFICE: Flat No. I C, Shanti, Apartment, Sharadhanand Road, Ranchi- 834001
SILIGURI OFFICE: Deepannita Apartment, 1st Floor, Sri Maa Sarani, Babu Para, Siliguri 734404
_____________________________________________________
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Table 6-2: Unit Cost Estimates (Indian Rupees)
by Purnima Trading Co., India
NOTE: Rs 67 = US$ 1 (Per Bloomberg, July 18, 2016)
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Table 6-3: WASPUR Project Cost Estimate
(Top part in Indian Rupees. Bottom part in US$)
NOTE: Rs 67 = US$ 1 (Per Bloomberg, dated July 18, 2016)
WASPUR Project Cost Estimates
Rs'000

Items
No./Units
DTW Complete
1
Filter
UV
1 or 2
Fe/Mn
1
Pump
1
Storage Tank**
1000/500 L
Piping
300 m
Wash Basin
3
Drinking Fountain 2/1 blocks
Public Access
1 block
Misc. Fittings
LS
Labor
LS
Contingency
4%
Sanitation
LS
Training
Total per Site - Rs'000

Category I
DTW+UV
100
32.5

Total per Site - US$ (Rs 67 = US$ 1)
Number of Sites
Cost by Category - US$

Total Project Cost - US$

9
20
7.5
25
15
10
15
8.8
5

SCHOOLS
VILLAGES
Category II Category III Category I
UV+Fe+Mn UV only
DTW+UV
150
32.5
32.5
65
68.775
10
9
4.5
50
20
20
20
7.5
7.5
25
12.5
25
15
15
10
10
10
15
12.5
15
7.6
4.3
13.0
5
5
10

Category II
UV only

Local cost (Rs) Cost in USD
All Sites
All Sites
450000
682500
343875
20000
212500
379300
127500
362500
255000
190000
262500
127875
105000

6716
10187
5132
299
3172
5661
1903
5410
3806
2836
3918
1909
1567

3518550

52516

65
10
50
19.3
25
10
15
7.3
10

247.816

215.4145

123.8138

367.9979

211.6203

3698
3
11094

3215
5
16075

1847
9
16623

5492
1
5492

3158
1
3158

52516

Note: DTW- Deep Tube Well, UV - Ultraviolet Filter, Fe/Mn - Iron & Manganese Filter, Rs - Indian Rupee
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Appendix 7: Local Water Filters
Water and Sanitation for Purulia, India
(WASPUR)
Global Grant Project
This Appendix provides a general description of the water filters that are planned to be used in
many of the schools and villages selected for the WASPUR global grant project.
A) Introduction
The thought process for water purification evolved as planning for WASPUR project proceeded.
Originally, it was expected that there would be large need for water filtration, in line with the
expected focus on villages. Accordingly, it was expected that there would be a large demand for
devices like the SkyHydrant water filter, developed in Australia for use mainly in post-disaster
situations, where available water is often high in sediment, as well as pathogens. As noted in
Appendix 3, a demo SkyHydrant was installed at a school in Purulia and it has operated
successfully for more than year.
However, our site visit in February 2016 revealed that many schools were using “relatively
clean” water from hand tube wells (HTW) and deep tube wells (DTW) and therefore the need for
water filtration would likely be lower than our original estimates, though there could be greater
need for filtration devices in the villages. It was also recognized that there may be advantages in
using local filtration devices made in India, some with similar capability to the SkyHydrant but
possibly with lower cost and easier access to spare parts.
As part of project planning, the Host Sponsor club (RC of Purulia) made a brief survey of the
availability of local water filters made in India to meet the WASPUR project needs. Quotations
on UV filters, Iron and Manganese Remover filters were received from CXL Titon Electronics
Pvt. Ltd., India, and Zeolite (India) Pvt. Ltd., as follows:
Costs, including 27value added tax (VAT) and delivery.
1
2

Ultraviolet (UV) filter, 250 lph (66 gph)
Iron & Mn Remover, 250 lph (66 gph)

Rs. 32,500 (US$ 485)
Rs. 68,775 (US$ 1,026)

CXL & Zeolite provide a one-year warranty on these units.
.
While it is likely that there are other brands and types of filters available in India, with possible
differences in capability, efficiency or price, it was judged that the above models provide a
sufficient basis for assessing the applicability in the WASPUR project, the number of sites to be
served and the approximate cost (see Appendix 6, Tables 6-1, 6-2, 6-3). After the project is
27

VAT & freight are included in estimates.
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approved by TRF, finalization of the Plan (Task # 1 per schedule in Appendix 5) will include a
review and search in greater depth of the availability of various types of local filters from other
vendors for use in schools and villages.

B) Ultraviolet (UV) Water Filter
Appendix 6 (Table 6-1) provides typical UV water filter specification details. Briefly, these
units consist of a pre-filter, to remove any solids, a chamber with an 18 inch UV lamp and
electrical controls. It is claimed to be able to serve about 500 people. UV filters are effective
against living organisms like, bacteria, viruses and protozoa – the threats to human health. They
are simple to install and maintain; periodic changing of the ultraviolet lamp being the main task.
Annual maintenance costs are Rs. 7,000 to 8,000 (US$ 105 to 120), which is reasonable for the
schools to bear. With right approach, and by creating an MOU with the villagers, it is possible to
install and maintain UV water filters in the villages too.
C) Iron (Fe) and Manganese (Mn) Remover Water Filter
Appendix 6 (Table 6-1) provides typical Iron and Manganese Remover filter specification
details. Briefly, the iron and manganese remover filter is especially relevant for Purulia, given
the prevalence of high levels of iron and manganese (see water test results in Appendix 2, Table
2-2, Parts A, B & C). These units use a Proprietary medium (equivalent to Greensand), similar
to a home water softener, and appears to be simple to operate and maintain, though requiring
some backwashing. This medium can remove up to 4.6 ppm of Fe and 2.96 ppm of Mn
(covering the range shown in water tests). Annual maintenance cost is expected to be
reasonable, which the high schools can easily bear through a modest amount of student fees.

END
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